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1. Background

1.1 In the 2nd ed. of ISO/IEC 10646

- There used to be a K source reference "K3-2A46" for U+03E02 as shown below:

   CJKU:03E02;86.13;GKX-0685.01;T7-3926;;K3-2A46;;;;;

   ![example](image1)

1.2 In the 6th ed. of ISO/IEC 10646

- Later, K source reference K3-2A46 and its glyph were moved from U+3E02 to U+9FEA.

- Therefore, there is no K source reference for U+03E02.

   U+03E02 kIRG_GSource    GKX-0685.01
   U+03E02 kIRG_TSource    T7-3926

   ![example](image2)

- Instead, there is K source reference "K3-2A46" for U+03E02.

   U+09FEA    kIRG_KSource    K3-2A46

   ![example](image3)
2. Possibility of adding KU-03E02 to U+3E02

- In 24.1 of 6th ed. of ISO/IEC 10646, it is stated as follows:

NOTE 1 - Some source references use a special type to denote self-referencing (i.e. the standard code point is the reference). These sources may correspond to initial sources that could not be confirmed, or to sources used in previous versions of this standard. The categories using this notation are ‘G’, ‘H’, ‘K’, ‘KP’, ‘T’, and ‘V’. The corresponding sources are ‘GU’, ‘HU’, ‘KU’, ‘KPU’, ‘TU’, and ‘VU’.

- Since K source reference K3-2A46 was moved from U+03E02 to U+9FEA, it seems necessary to add a self-referencing source reference "KU-03E02" to U+3E02.

3. Action Requested

- It is suggested that a self-referencing source reference "KU-03E02" be added to the K column of U+3E02.

- Comments are welcome.
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